
General Comments (in random order)

“Kills party entertainment was fantastic, nothing was too much. We had a big variety of

music lovers and he managed to balance this really well. No one wanted the music to stop at

the end of the night. Defiant alley made my wedding night one to remember”

“Excellent service”

“Killa Party listened to exactly what we wanted, held numerous meetings with us to fully

understand what we wanted and delivered on this. He kept the dance floor full all night long

and everyone we spoke to had a fantastic evening, people have since asked us if we could

obtain a copy of his playlist.”

“Gary provided us not only with the reception but also the help and guidance from the

moment we booked him until after the event. He helped us both understand the importance

of certain aspects and saved us money in the process.”

“Fabulous DJ and entertainment, would recommend to people”

“Killa Party Entertainment were absolutely brilliant. It was a no fuss service and everything

that we asked for was provided and more. Our DJ, as a surprise, video recorded the service

and the fisrt dance. He then put together a compilation of videos and photos of the day and

gave it to us as a pres”

“Gary Jones was absolutely fantastic! He prepared and edited a wedding video for the guests

to watch and photographs were displayed on a huge projector screen for all to see. His

presence was commented on by so many guests and his choice of music had everyone

dancing right from the start. Fab!!!”

“what a lovely bloke , always very helpful , couldn\'t do enough for us . always smiling ,

pleasure to deal with :)”

“Will definatley use again. Made for a great night. Thanks Gary!”



Why They Booked (in random order)

“We booked them last minute and it was the best booking we made during the whole

wedding.”

“I had been told how excellent the service was and I have to agree it was a very good

choice!”

“due to his reputation as being an extremely good entertainment provider, he organised

everything on the entertainment side and thanks to Gary this was another thing we didnt

need to worry about.”

“Because of the reviews mainly also he djd at one of my customers party\'s”

“Recommendation trough a friend”

“I\\\'d heard nothing but good feedback and praise for Gary\\\'s ability as a Dj and he

couldn\\\'t have been any more professional and he made the night.”

“recommendation”

“Very highly recommended in the M44 postcode.”

“for our wedding reception”
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